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WANDERING WHEELS, LTD- Square Dance Camping Club

June 2019

The June campout’s theme was “Little Known Sports”. Our attendance was down as we only had 12
rigs, but it was still a very fun weekend.

Dick Severson called our dances this
weekend and he brought his wife
LaDonna and grandson Gavin with.
Thank you for making our weekend
special!

Some of our Friday Evening Dancers:

We welcomed Laurie Webster from St. Peter to our dance Friday night as well as Sheryl and Jason
White who camped with us for the weekend.
Our Friday night bonfire brought some good discussion about phone scams targeted at the elderly.
Surprisingly almost everyone there had been targeted in one way or another, and not just the over 70,
but they do seem to get the more serious scams. It was nice having our caller and guest campers
attend our bonfire also.
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We had a short business meeting Saturday morning since we didn’t have a quorum and could not
vote on anything. Dick worked on plus calls during the workshop. There were several new plus
dancers at the dance Friday night, so this was a great opportunity to help get them up to speed.
Carole and John Hibbard showed up Saturday afternoon to help Dahls with games. It was so nice to
see them again since they have not been able to attend many of our campouts last year and this
year. We all had a great time playing the many different games that were brought.

Saturday dinner was a normal potluck except that Sally and Nancy were so busy yakking that when
their table was called they followed the rest of their table to the food line and then realized they didn’t
have their plates!
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We had a few more guests Saturday evening:

Debbie Filter and Dan Nelson

Jason and Sheryl White

Jen Hartmann and John LaMar

Of course Tim and Jackie would never disappoint us
with their clever attire to match the theme. Guess we
will have to wait for another time to see the ‘real’
pickle ball shirts, but this was a great backup!

We had a few other sports
represented as well. Joan, you are
just too cute!

Respectfully Submitted by
Sally Carlson
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